MAINTAINING MARKET INTEGRITY AND PROTECTING INVESTORS

Domestic liquidity continued to be supported by local institutions and retail investors.
Share of foreign holding in the bond market was slightly above the 5-year average mainly
due to relatively high yield differentials against many developed market bonds, making it
attractive to the investors, aside from strong domestic recovery outlook.

Investment
Flows

Foreign equity holding fluctuated below its 5-year average amid net outflows from the
equity market.

Fund managers had in place adequate liquidity risk management processes to manage
redemptions in an orderly manner.

Investment
Management

Stockbrokers’ risk management controls were sufficiently robust to manage exposures
during periods of high volatility including credit risks arising from margin financing.

Stockbroking
Intermediaries

The current risk-based capital adequacy position remained above the prescribed minimum
financial requirement.

ARTICLE 1

COVID-19 RELIEF
In 2021, various measures and targeted flexibilities were continued and introduced by the SC to enable
market participants to weather the impact of COVID-19. The SC continued to monitor developments
affecting the capital market and evaluate the adequacy of existing measures to support an orderly market
and mitigate potential risks.
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Read more on COVID-19 related announcements
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Read more on media release ‘MKN SOP for capital
market and the SC’s guidance on virtual meetings
for listed issuers
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Read more on media release ‘Investors reminded
to exercise caution when participating in social
media chatrooms promoting specific stock trading’

Read more on ‘Malaysian capital market
demonstrated resilience in year of Covid-19’
Read more on media release ‘SC and Bursa Malaysia
grant waiver for companies seeking to list’
Read more on flexibilities to capital markets

			 services licence holders and registered persons

Read more on media release ‘SC and Bursa
Malaysia announce additional temporary relief
measures for listed issuers’
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